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Popular Science Lecture on High Speed Computer Networks 

Professor Sam Chanson, Associate Head and Reader of the Department of Computer Science of the 

Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST), will give a “Popular Science Lecture” at the 

Hong Kong Science Museum this coming Sunday (20 November). The lecture, co-sponsored by HKUST 

and the Science Museum, will begin at 11 a.m. at the Lecture Hall of the Science Museum. The topic of the 

presentation will be “High Speed Computer Networks and their Applications” 

In an information society it is important to be able to access information quickly and easily irrespective of 

the location of the information. Also, information may be in the form of text, video, images or voice. The 

United States and other countries are planning to implement “Information Highways” which make use of 

computer technology to allow multimedia information to travel between two or more people anywhere in the 

world. 

This talk will present current and future development in building high speed computer networks 

including ATM and BISDN networks which form the basis of the Information Highway. The impact of the 

Information Highway to education, entertainment, health care, industry, small business and our everyday life 

will also be discussed. Technical background in computers and networking is not required to understand the 

presentation. 

- Professor Samuel Chanson received his BSc degree in Electrical Engineering from the University of . . ._ 
Y - Hong Kong in 1969, and the MSc and PhD degrees in Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences from the 

University of California, Berkeley in 1971 and 1975 respectively. He taught at Purdue University in the 

United States for two years. He then joined the Department of Computer Science at the University of British 

Columbia, Canada where he became a full Professor and Director of its Distributed Systems Research Group. 

Professor Chanson joined HKUST as Professor and Associate Head of Computer Science in 1993. His 

research interests include Computer Communications and distributed systems. He has published more than 

eighty technical papers in refereed journals and conference proceedings in these areas, and has served on 

program committees of many international conferences on communication protocols and distributed systems. 

Professor Chanson has consulted for industry and government institutes in Canada, U.S.A., Taiwan, Japan, 

Korea, Hong Kong and the People’s Republic of China. ” 
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